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ABSTRACT.

Let B be a normed vector space (possibly a Banach space,

but it could be more general) and {X„} a sequence of ß-valued independent
random variables on some probability

space.

Let Sn = 2._jX-,

and S = \imnSn is norm, whenever it exists.
a.s. and given certain nondecreasing

M = supnl5nl

Assuming that S exists or M < ■»

functions ip, we find conditions

in terms of

the distributions of IIA"„II
such that E(<f(M))or EfofllSII)) is finite.
Let {un} be a sequence of elements in B and {e„} a sequence of independent,

identically

distributed

random variables such that P\ex = l} =

P{ex = — l} = V4. We prove some comparison

following contraction

principle

of Kahane:

theorems

If {\„}

scalars, then 2e„«w converges in norm a.s. (or is bounded
responding

contraction

conclusion

for the series E\„enun.

which generalize the

is a bounded

sequence of

a.s.) implies the cor-

Some generalizations

of this

principle have already been carried out by Hoffmann-J^rgensen.

All

these earlier results are subsumed by ours.

Applications

of our results are made to Gaussian processes, random

Fourier series and other random series of functions.

1. Introduction. Let (Q, F, P) be a probability space and (B, B) a measurable space where F is a linear space over the real field F1 and B a a-algebra of
subsets of B which is compatible with the linear structure of B, i.e.
(1.1) (x, y) —►x + y is a 818 x B measurable map from B x B into B, and

(1.2) for X G F1, x G F, the map (X, x) —■>
Xx from F1 x B into B is a
BIB, x B measurable mapping, where Bx denotes the Borel sets of F1.
Definition 1.1. A function X from Í2 into F, which is 81F measurable,
will be called a B-valued random variable. If Xx, ... , Xn are F-valued random
variables, then we call them independent if, given A x, ... , An G 8,

P(XXEAX.Xn

GAn) = ft P&i G Ai)i=l
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An infinite sequence of 5-valued random variables on (S2, F, P) is said to be a
sequence of independent /?-valued random variables if any finite subset of the
sequence is independent.
Definition 1.2. A measurable norm on (B, 8) is a mapping x —►||*||

from B to [0, °°) such that

(1.3) ||*|| = 0 if and only if x = 0,

(1.4) Bx+ jKlKiWI+ IM,
(1.5) ||X*||= |X| M, X real, and
(1.6) {xCB: ||*|| < a} G B for all a G A1.
If B is a Banach space, then its norm is a measurable norm in the sense of
Definition 1.2, 8 is taken to consist of the Borel sets.
If X is a 5-valued random variable on (£2, F, P) and || • II is a measurable
norm on B, then \\X\\ is a real-valued random variable on fí2, ¥,P) in the usual
sense. From now on we will assume that B has a measurable norm II• ||.
Let [Xn, n > 1} be a sequence of ¿-valued independent random variables

on (£2, F, P). We will always write

(1.7) Sn = 2JL,*,,
(1.8) Ai„=sup1</0|||S;.||,

(1.9) Nn = wpj^cPr,!,
(1.10) M=sup/>1||S/B,
(1.11) TV=suP/> ,11^.11,
and if Sn converges in norm, then

(1.12) S = -Z?=lX,.
When B = R1 the question of convergence of Sn has been very satisfactorily
answered by Kolmogorov's three-series theorem. However, there are no comprehensive results when, e.g., Xn are independent Banach space-valued random vari-

ables. Extensive results exist in special cases, like the study of random trigonometric series or Gaussian processes (for references see [4], [5]), but even in these
cases results are not complete.
In this article we will assume that S exists, or that M<°°

a.s. Then given
certain nondecreasing functions <pwe find conditions in terms of </>
and the distributions of ||A"„|| such that Eip{M)) or Eipi\\S\\)) is finite, where E denotes expectation. Some of our results appear to be new even when B = R1 fsee, for

example, Theorem 3.6).
For earlier work in this direction, we mention the result of Landau and
Shepp [6], who showed that if {Xn} is a sequence of real-valued Gaussian random variables such that Z = sup„|XJ < °° a.s., then /T(exp(eZ2)) < °° for some
e > 0. Fernique [2] obtained a similar result. Kahane [5] proves results of this
nature for random trigonometric series involving Rademacher sequences, and Hoffmann-J0rgensen [3], whose paper stimulated our present research, considers the
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same question we do when y is a power. Most of these results, often in stronger
form, wiU be rederived. These references wiU be discussed in greater detail in
appropriate context later on.
In §2 we give some more notation and preliminary lemmas. §3 contains
the main results. An important special case is discussed in §4, where Xn is of
the form vnYn, vn a nonrandom element of B and Yn a real-valued random variable. A counterexample given in this section shows how drastically the situation
differs from the usual real-valued case.
In §5 we also consider the case where Xn is of the form vnYn. What we
show is essentiaUy this. If sup„||22=1ufc^fcll < °° a.s. and if {£„} is a sequence
of independent symmetric random variables that are smaUer than the {Yn} in
some appropriate sense then supn||E2=1>;fc£fc||< °° a.s. also. A similar result
holds if the first series converges. Furthermore, results of the type

t »»dl
)L

k=l

Il/J

for certain convex functions ¡p, also hold. These results are actually extensions
of the contraction principle of Kahane [5].
Applications of the results of §§3, 4 and 5 to Gaussian processes, random
Fourier series and other random series of functions are given in §6.
Note. After these results were submitted for publication, [3] appeared in
the form of [3a] with certain results in improved form over those of [3]. Consequently some special cases of our results are now equivalent to the results in

[3a].
2. Preliminaries and notation. We wül add to the definitions and notation
given in the previous section. Some weU-knownresults, that will be needed later,
will also be given here.
Definition 2.0. A F-valued random variable X on (£2, F, F) is said to be
symmetric if

(2.1)

HXEA)=Pi-XEA),

AEB.

For symmetric random variables we have the foUowing inequality of P.

Levy (see [5, p. 12] for a proof).
Lemma 2.1. Let {Xn, « > 1} be a sequence of symmetric, B-valued,independent random variables such that S = ^]°=iXj exists, then, for all X > 0,

(2.2)

F(M>X)<2F(||5||>X).

Note that one can take X¡ — 0 for / > n, then (2.2) applies to Mn and Sn
in place of M and S, respectively.
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The distribution function F of a real-valued random variable X on (Í2, F, P)

is defined by

(2.3)

Fix) = PiX < *).

For a real-valued measurable function g on R1, G a right-continuous function with bounded variation on compact sets, fg dG will always denote the integral
of g with respect to the measure ju determined by G on R1 by setting ¡i{a, b] =

Gib) - G{a).
If if>is a nondecreasing, continuous function on R1, F a distribution function (right-continuous, nonnegative, nondecreasing, limje_>_00F(*)= 0, limx^.„Fix)
= 1) and Q = 1 - F, then for - °° < a < ô < °° we have the well-known integration by parts formula

(2.4)

f<pl(ab]dF = <pia)Qia)
- tf>)QQ>)
+ ¡bfidip,

where /(a b j (*) = 1 or 0 according as * G (a, b] or * £ (a, ft]. If the limit as
b —*■
°° exists for the left side in (2.4), then ipib)Q{b) —►0, and consequently
1'™¡i-.ooJ*6 dip exists. In this case we also have

(2.5)

J(aoo)(p
dF= m<Xfi)+ f~Q d*-

If <p> 0, ¡piO)= 0, and A"is a nonnegative finite random variable with
distribution function F, then

(2.6)

Eto(X))= f(0i„fdF = f~Qdf,

by (2.5).
Notation. We will write I[A] to mean the indicator of the set A. i> will
denote the class of all finite-valued nonnegative, nondecreasing, continuous, functions on [0, °°), which are not identically zero. Let 4>0= {<¿>
G 4>: (¿>(0)= 0}.

For if>G <ï>,we shall write
(2.7)

ipaix) = ip{xy[x>a}.

The abbreviation "a.s." stands for "almost surely". (Í2, ¥,P) will be used
generically for a probability space. E will denote the integration operator on

L\a,f,n
3. Integrability of ip(M) and <¿<||S||). Let {Xn, n > 1} be a sequence of
independent B-valued random variables on (£2, F, P). Let ip G <ï>. The main
results of this section, Theorems 3.3, 3.6, 3.8 and 3.11, give conditions in terms
of ip and the distributions of ||AT„||under which ip{M)and ipi\\S\\) axe integrable.
The following lemma is part of Theorem 3.3, except that more restrictive con-

ditions on ip axe imposed there.
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Lemma 3.1. Let {Yn, n > 1} be a sequence of independent nonnegative

random variableson (Í2, F, P). Let <pE q>. If N = sup„ Yn, then
oo

(3.1) N < °° a.s. and EitfN)) < °° <> a > 0 such that £ ¿'(VA)) < °°n= l

Remark 3.2. If if = 1, then (3.1) reads as
oo

(3.2)

A7< » a.s. o

a > 0, such that £ F(r„ > a) < °°.
n=l

Proof of Lemma 3.1. If <¿>
is bounded, then, using the facts that ip is nondecreasing and not identically zero, it is easily seen that (3.1) reduces to (3.2).
We prove (3.2) first. Using independence,

PiN>u) = ¿ F(r, < u.Yj_x

< u, Y, > u)

(3-3)

= Z(l-aj(u))P(Yi>u),
/=i
whereafit) = PfU'k'Ji [Yk>u])¡P(N>
u). If N < °° a.s., then 3«0 such
that P(N > u0) < Vi. Therefore from (3.3) we have JJXXj > u0) < ». Conversely if the right side in (3.2) holds, then 2¡PiY¡ > u) —+0 as u —+°°, hence
from (3.3) we then have limtt_4.00P(¡V
> u) = 0. Hence N<°°
a.s.
For the general case, let A^ = max1</<fciy. Then using independence,
we have

PiNk> «) = 1 - IT 0 -PiYn >u))>l-

exp (- ¿ PiYn> «)\

n=l

\

n=l

/

hence letting k J °°, we get
(3.4)

PiN > u) > 1 - exp (- ¿

PiYn > «)j.

Assuming the left side in (3.1), we have 2"=1P(rn

> a) < °° for some a > 0

by (3.2). Hence

(3.5)

lim ¿P(r„>M)

= 0,

and there exists a > 0 such that 2~=1P(y„ > a) < xh,we have

1
iJJ
£p(y„>«)^(«)
n= l

(3.6)

j;ri-exP^¿p(r„>«);

"^«)<F(^(A0)
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by (3.4) and (2.5). Also by (2.5) we get
(3.7)

¿

r P(Yn > u) dtfu) = ¿ E(*a(Yn)) - tfa) t

n=\J

n=l

P(?n > a).

n=\

Combining(3.6) and (3.7) gives the right side in (3.1).
For the converse, observe that since <¿>
is continuous we have
(3.8)

<pa(N)< ¿

n= l

<pa(Yn).

Since y is nondecreasing and not identically zero, 2~_ xE(ipa(Yn)) < °° implies

the right side in (3.2), hence
X E(<pa(Yn)) < oo =>^ < oo a.s.

anfj

E(<pa(N)) < °°.

n= l

The result now follows by observing that E(<p(N))< ip(a) + E(ipa(N)).
The assumptions on y in the following theorem are satisfied by all continuous regularly varying functions, i.e. functions of the form <p(«)= up^(u), p ~>0,
ii a continuous slowly varying function near °°. The exponential case is given in

Theorem 3.8.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose M = sup„ \\Sn\\<°° a.s., and let N = sup„ \\Xn||.
IfipE$ and satisfies <p(4u)< ctfu) for some c > 0 then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) E(tfN)) < °°;
(b) F(tfM)) < oo;
(c) 3a > 0 such that Z~= xE(ipa(\\Xn
|Q)< °°,
where tpa(x) = <p(x)I[x > a].
Furthermore, ifS = 2~=1X„ converges a.s., then each of the above state-

ments is equivalent to

(d) E(<p(\\S\\))
< °°and,for ^$0,

Um^FftpfllS - S„||))- 0.

We shall need the following lemma from Hoffmann-J0rgensen ([3, Theorem
3.1], [3a] ). The proof is a modification of the argument in Kahane [5, p. 16].
We reproduce the proof for completeness.

Lemma 3.4. Let Xn be symmetric, independent, B-valuedrandom variables on (Í2, F, P). Let Fk(u) = P(\\Sk\\ > u), G(u) = P(N > u). Then for

t>0,s>0
(3.6')

Fk(2t + s)< G(s) + 4F2(t).

Proof. Let T = inf {« > 1: ||5„|| > i). Since ||5fc||>2t + s implies
F < fc, we have
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Ffc(2r+ s) = £ P(T = j, WSJ >2t + s).
i=i

UT = jand ||5fc||>2r + s,then ||5,_11|<t,and 115*-5,-H
= l^-S^-A}||
> 115*11
- |$_,| - \\Xj\\>t + s-N Hence
Ffr = /, \\SkII> 2t + s) <F(7 = /, ||5fc-5,8 > f + i -/V)

(3.8')

</tT = /, ||5k -5,11> 0 +PiT = j,N>s)
= PiT= j)P{\\Sk- 5,11> t) + PiT - /, TV> s)

using independence at the last step. Summing on / and using (3.7') we get

(3.9)

Ffc(2r+ s) <P{N > s) + £ P(T = ;)P(||5fc - 5,|| > f).
/=i

By Lemma 2.1 we have

(3-10)

F(||5fc - 5y||> t) < 2/>(||5fc||> f)

and

(3.11)

tP(T

= }) = P{™£K l*/l>')<2'W*l>')-

Combining(3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) we get (3.6').
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We have already shown (a) «* (c) under less
restrictive conditions on <p. To see that (b) =>(a), note that \\Xn|| < ||5„ || +
Il5„_j ||. Hence taking the sup over n > 1, we have N < 2Af, and so ¡p{N) <

ip{2M)< ipi4M) < cipiM). We now show that (a) =>(b). Note that we may
assume ¡piO) = 0 without any loss of generality. We first assume that the X¡ axe
symmetric random variables. Then by Lemma 3.4 we have

(3.12)

f~ Fki4t)dipit)< if™Flit) dipit)+ J~ Git)dipit),

where Ffc(w) = F(||5fc|| > u), G{u) = PiN > u). Since <p(0)= 0, by integration

by parts the left side in (3.12) equals F(i/)(||5fc||/4)),which dominates c~ 1Eipi\\Sk\\))
since ipi^t) < cipQ). Hence (3.12) gives

(3.13)

J~ (c" '^(0 - 4F2(0)dipit)< F(^(7V)).

Since Af < °° a.s. by assumption, there exists a t0 such that for t > t0, PiM>t)
< (8c)"1. Hence for t > t0, Fk(f) < (8c)"1 for all k > 1. Hence

(3.14)

J7 (c"^(f) - 4F2(0)dipit)> ¿ J~ Fkit)dip(t).
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Combiningthis with (3.13), we get

(3.15)

F(^(||5kID)< rff0) + 2cEQp(N)).

By Lemma2.1
(3.16)

p(

max ||5„|| > t) < 2P(\\Sk\\> t).

\Kn<k

/

This together with (3.15) gives

(3.17)

£(Ki™<* "5""))< Mto) + 4cE(-{piN))-

This shows (a) =»(b) in the symmetric case. In the general case, we use symmetrization. Let [Xn, n > 1} be the given sequence and {X'n,n>l} an independent copy.

Let N' m supJI^H and M' = supJISj, S'n= X[ + • • • + X'n. Note that
V^Sup \\Xn- X'n||) < tfN + N') < rf2 max(7V,
N'))

< c^mnx(N, at')) < c[tfN) + <p(N')].
Hence

(3.18)

E(<p(N))
< « =>F(V Sup\\Xn- Xn||)) < <*>.

Applying our result for the symmetric case, we have
(3.19)

F^sup

||X„ - X'„ ||)) < oo =>F^sup

\\Sn - S'n ||)) < oo.

It remains to check that

(3.20)

F Usup \\Sn- S'„à < - •>Eitfjd)) < o».

To see this, let <¿>
= 0 on (-«>, 0), then

(3.21)

eU Sup\\S„-S'nÛ>E(tfM-M%

and by the independence of M, M' and Fubini's theorem, we have

(3.22)

E(ip(M- M')) < oo=>3> > 0 such that E(<p(M
- y)) < °°.

Since M - y > M/2 on the set [M > 2y), we conclude that

(3.23)

F („ (sup ||5„ - S'n||)) < - - f{M>2y}*(M/2)
dP < -.
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Since EipiM/2)) < i^>) + /' sM>2y\ <PÍM/2)dP, and by assumption ip{4u)<
cif{u),it follows that

(3.24)

E L (Sup ||5„ - 5; |j| < - =*Eip{M))< °°.

Hence (3.18), (3.19) and (3.24) prove (a) =>(b) without the assumption of sym-

metry.
It remains to prove the last part of the theorem. Since ||5|| <M, we have
that (b) ■*Eipi\\S\\)) <°°. In the symmetric case Lemma 2.1 gives /fAf > u) <
2/>(||5|| > u), and so F(<p(||5|Q) < °° =>(D). in the general case the validity of
this conclusion follows via symmetrization. Hence (b) ■**■
F(ip(||5||)) < °°. Since
2M > ||5„ - 5|| —*■
0 a.s., (b) implies (by the dominated convergence theorem)
that when ip G <ï>0,F(<p(||5„- 5||)) —>0 as n —*■
°°. This completes the proof
of the theorem.
If ipiu) —up for some p > 0, then, as we already observed, ip satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 3.3, and we get the following important corollary. This
should be compared with Hoffmann-J^rgensen's Theorem 3.1 [3], where he shows
that FfA/P)< °° p > 0 =*EiMq) <°°fox0<q<p.
(The improved version of
Theorem 3.1 in [3a] also gives parts (a) and (b) of this corollary.)
Corollary
equivalent:

3.5. Suppose M <°°

a.s. Ifp > 0, then the following are

ia) F(/Vp)<°°;
(b) F(A/P)<°°;
(c) 2^= yEi\\Xn\\pI[\\Xn|| > a]) < »o for some a > 0.
Furthermore, if l,Xn converges a.s. and S represents this sum, then each
of the above statements is equivalent to

id) Ei\\S\\p)< - and E{\\S„- S\\p) -* 0 as n — °°.
If the Xj's axe independent, real-valued, random variables, then combining
Theorem 3.3 with Kolmogorov's three-series theorem, we get

Theorem 3.6. Let {Xpj > 1} be a sequence of real-valuedindependent
random variables on some probability space (f2, F, P). If ¡pG $ and satisfies
ipi4u) < cipiu)for some c > 0 and all u>0, then
XXj converges a.s.,

¿¡MISARIO,
and ifipG$Q

]imH^jsy(ßjLHx,\)] = o
if and only if the following three series converge for some c > 0:

(a) W^-Kc]),
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(b) ZfiEiXfWfl <c]) -F2(Z/[^.| < c])},
(c) XjEteQXjiyUX^c]).
Remark 3.7. When <p= 1, this theorem reduces to the three-series theorem.
Proof. First assume (a), (b), (c). Since <pis not identically zero, the other
conditions on ¡p imply that ¡p(u) > 0 for u > 0. Since

EFG^O/tl*/! > c)) > vic)ZPi\X¿\> c),
i
i
(c) impliesthat 2^(1^1 > c) < °°. This together with (a) and (b) imply that
"LXjconverges by the three-series theorem. By Theorem 3.1 the condition (c)

above then implies that F(<p(|2Z;|))< °°, and for <pG <ï>0,
F(<¿>(|2;°1
nXß —*■
0
as « —►°o. Conversely, if SX- converges, then (a) and (b) foUow from the threeseries theorem and F(i/)(|SXy|)) < °o implies (c) by Theorem 3.3.
We next consider the case when tp(x) = exp(x). In this case it turns out
that we do not quite get the expected analogue of Theorem 3.3 but Theorem 3.8
is satisfactory for a number of interesting cases.

Theorem 3.8. Let {Xn, « > 1} be independent B-valued random variables
on (Í2, F, P). Suppose M = supJISJI < °° a.s„ and for some a > 0, a > 0 and

6>0
(3.25)

¿

E{expia\\Xn\\lo¡>1+s\\X„\\y[\\XJ> a}} <°°.

n=l

Then there exists an e> 0 such that F[exp(eA/)] < o°.
For convenience in writing we will prove the theorem for 5 = 1; it should
be obvious how to modify the argument for any 6 > 0. Actually, one can replace log1+5 \\Xn\\ by a more general nondecreasing function of \\Xn\\. We wiU

not go into that.
We first prove the foUowinglemma.
Lemma 3.9. Let {Xn, n > 1} be independent B-valued random variables on
(£2, F, P). Suppose M = sup„||5n|| < °o a.s. and that (3.25) holds. Let Ffc(w)=

P(||5fc|| > u) and t(«) = F[exp(cW log2A0F¿V> u)]. Then for alle>0,t>0
and k>lwe have
F(exp(e||5fc||))<exp(4e0+

¿

exp(e2" + 30(8FA(í/4))2""

n= 0

(3.26)

+ ¿
n=0

exP(eí2"+3)"¿1(827(íS-22í-2))2"~í+1
í=1

• exp(-afs-22"-,log2(fs-22í-2)).
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By Lemma 3.1 the assumption (3.25) is equivalent to

(3.27)

F(exp(a/V log2/V))< °°.

From this we conclude that for u > 0

(3.28)

Giu) = F(/V >u)<

jiu)expf-au log2«).

Applying Lemma 3.4 with t = 2"tx and s = {n + l)-22"+1f,

we get

(3.29) Fk[2"-'' (1 + in + l)~2)ty] < 4F2(2"/j) + G(2" + 1(« + l)"*2*,).
Define t2 by the equation 2"i, = 2"(1 + l/«2)r2, then
Fki2"ty) < 4F2i2"-1t2)

+ Gi2"n-2t2).

Substituting this in (3.29) and continuing recursively (making repeated use of
the inequality (4* + y)" < (8*)" + {8y)n, x>0,y>0)we
get
Fk[2"+1il+in+l)-2)ty]

(3.30)

< W„

+ i))2" ' + Z [82G(2"+ ,-'r/+i(« + 1 -IT2)]2',
;=o

where tj is given by

t/+1= Vl+in

+ l-j)2)'1

= ílV~l+fiVVl

+ (n-l)V'"

v"l

+ («+l-/)V"4'

Hence we get from (3.30) and (3.31)
(3.32) Fki2" + 2ty)<i8Fk{tyl4))2"+1

+"£

[SG^-V2)]2""^1.

5=1

In subsequent uses of (3.32) we will substitute t for tx. For e > 0, we have

F(exp(e||5fc||))<-¿

f

exp(ex) dFk{x) + exp(4ci)

„ = 2-'(2"r,2"+1f]

(3-33)
< cxp(4ci) + X exp(e2" + 30Ffc(2"+2r).
n=0

The estimate for G(w) given in (3.28) is now used in (3.32), and the resulting
estimate for Ffc(2"+2r) is then used in (3.33) to get (3.26). This completes the
proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 3.8. We will establish this only in the symmetric
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case. The general case is then established by the familiar symmetrization procedure. The proof consists of showing that one can pick t sufficiently large and
e sufficiently smaU, independent of k, such that the right side in (3.26) is finite.
Note that y(u) < 7(0), where y(u) is defined in the statement of Lemma 3.9.
Setting 7j = max(827(0), 2), we can dominate the right side in (3.26) by
00

exp(4e/)+ Z exp(eí2" + 3)(8Ffc(í/4))2"
n= 0

(3.34)
+ £

exp(eí2"+3)

• 72"+1 • exp(-aí2"-2)

n= 0

provided t is chosen large enough so s~2log2(ft-22i-2) > 2-1. Clearly such a
choice of t does not depend on k. Now pick t, larger if necessary, so that
71exp(-ctf/8) < lAand 8P(M > r/4) < Vt. (Here we use M < °° a.s.) Such a
choice of t having been made, pick e > 0 sufficiently small so that exp(4ef) <
5/4. For such e > 0, t > 0, it is clear that the expression in (3.34) is finite.
Hence there exists 0 < A < °°, and e > 0, both independent of k, such that

(3.35)

F(exp(e||Sfc||))<A

By Lemma 2.1 and integration by parts this implies E(exp(eMk)) < 2A, independently of k. t Using the monotone convergence theorem the proof is completed.
Remark 3.10. Even when (3.25) is not satisfied it is possible to obtain
results of the kind E[ip(M)] < °° for ^ of exponential type. For instance suppose
(3.25) is satisfied only when \\Xn\\ is replaced by \\Xn\\a for some 0 < a < 1.
Under these conditions we could show E(exp(eMa)) < °°. The proof begins with
Lemma 3.4 but the recursion is carried out differently. The choices of t and s in
(3.26) determine the size of the terms involving G which in turn determine the

necessary conditions for the theorem.
The following result holds if one imposes even more restrictive conditions
on the Xn. We are indebted to the referee for the proof of this theorem that is
given here. It is considerably simpler than our original proof.

Theorem 3.11. Let {Xn, « > 1} be independent B-valued random variables on (Í2, F,F).

(3.36)

If there exists a sequence {an} of positive numbers such that

SUPU*n(w)H < an>

lim an ™ °

andS = £yLt2) convergesa.s., then for all e > 0, F[exp(e||5||)]
Proof.

< °°.

As before, we may assume that the A^'s are symmetric. It is also

clear that we may take an \. Let
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(3.37)

Mik) = sup

£

«

l'y .

Sik) = £ A),

n>0

then Mik) —* 0 a.s. as k —+°°, and there exist positive numbers tk —* 0 such
that

(3-38)

F[M(¿fc)> rj < e-2 <P[M(k) > tk].

Moreover, by Lemmas 2.1 and 3.4 we have for t > 0

P[Mik) >2t + ak] < 2P[||5(*)|| > 2r + ak]
(3.39)

<2P\sup \\X¡\\>akl + 8/>2[||5(fc)||> t] < 8F2[Mffc)> r].

From (3.38) and (3.39) it follows that there exist constants Ak such that, for
t > tk, P[Mik) >t]< Ake~ekt where ek = {tk + ak)_1 —►°° as * -* °°. If
e > 0 is given, we may pick k large so that efc> e, and with this choice of k,

observingthat ||5|| < tfl1 a¡ + Mik) we have, for t > tk, P[\\S\\ > t] < Bke~*k'
for some Bk < °°. This clearly suffices to conclude that F[exp(e||5||)]

< °°.

4. A special case. In this section we will examine the results of the previous
section in a special situation. We let
(4.1)

Xn = vnYn,

n>\,

where vn are nonrandom elements of B and the Yn are independent real-valued
random variables. Sk, Mk, S, M, N have the same meaning as before with Xn =
vnYn. The questions that we are going to consider are of the following type: if
the Yn are independent, sup„F(|y„|p) < °° for some p > 0, then does M < °°
a.s. imply FfA/p) < °° or even F(A/q) < °° for q < pi The answer is that this is
true only if additional conditions are imposed either on the distributions of |y„|
or on the sequence {l|u„||}. Otherwise, we will show by a counterexample that
M need not have any finite moment even though Yn does and M < °° a.s. The
situation in the exponential case is somewhat different and is considered in

Theorem 4.7.
The assumption that M < °° a.s. imposes a necessary condition on the
distribution of Yn and on ||un||. Since M < °° a.s. implies N <°°
from Remark 3.2 that there exists ti > 0 such that

(4-2)

a.s., it follows

Z/>(ll^llirj>W)<oo.
n

Using this observation we can show that if either the distribution of \Yn\
or the sequence {||u„||} satisfies some regularity properties then moments of M
exist. One such result is the following:

Theorem

4.1. Let Yn in (4.1) be independent and identically distributed
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random variables. Let F(u) = P(\YX\ < u) and Q — 1 - F. Assume that Q is
regularly varying and E\YX\p < °° for some p > 0. Suppose M <°° a.s. Then
E(Mp-e)<°°,0<e<p.
Proof. This is essentially Theorem 6.1 in [3]. It also follows easily from
CoroUary 3.5.
It is easy to see, by constructing a counterexample, that the theorem is

false for e = 0.
In the next theorem we will show that if P(\YX| > u) does not decrease to
zero too fast as « —►°°, then the regularity of {||u„||} is enough to insure the
existence of moments of M.

Theorem 4.2. Let Yn in (4.1) be independent and identically distributed
random variables. Assume that for some p > 0, E(\YX\p) < °° but E(\YX\q) = °°
for q> p. Let {\\vn||} be regularly varying and M<°°

a.s., then E(Mp~e) < °°,

0<e<p.
Proof.

Without loss of generality we may assume ||i>„||=£0 for aU «.

Furthermore, since rearrangement of terms wiU not affect the result we may
assume {l|u„||} is a nondecreasing sequence. Let a0 = 0; a- = \\vA\~1for j"> 1.
Since M < °° a.s. and Y, identically distributed, (4.2) aUows us to conclude that

a¡ f°°. We write F(u) = P(\YXI < u); Q = 1 - F. The sequence {a;} is regularly
varying, hence

(4.3)

<*j=J9liJ)

for some 6 > 0 and / a slowly varying function. By [1, CoroUary, p. 274] we
can find a regularly varying sequence {fy} such that

(4.4)

ß0 = 0;

ßJ= yi6exp[fiiieiy)ly)dy],

}>l

and

(4.5)
v
'

lim 0//«/ = !>

j-* oo

for some y > 0, e(y) —* 0. For a > 0, we have

Ei\Yx\") = £ f(aa _aa
(4-6)

<Cla« ¿

x" dFix) < ¿ a"aj+, [Qiao,)- Qiaaj+X)]

ß]+ x [ßiacy) - Qiaaj+,)]

/=0

<cxa«Z Qiaaj)lß?+X
-m
/=o

<c2a«±

Qiaa^^fij),

/=o

for some positive constants cx and c2, by using the representation in (4.4) for
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ß:. By (4.2) we have for some a > 0

(4.7)

JlQiaccj)< <=o.

Since E{\YX\q) = °° for q > p, (4.6) and (4.7) imply that 8>p~1. If 8 > p~l,
then S-W
= Z/_9p/~1(/)<00
and consequently by Corollary 3.5 we have
EiMp) < °°. Therefore assume 8 = p~x. We now proceed to check condition
(c) of Corollary 3.5 with p - e in place of p. In order to check this note that
we already have HQiaaj) < °° for some a > 0 by (4.7). Also

Kirer,

ll-1Qi")dup-£ <«-1+eerp+f(«)
<c3«-1

£ riß>+1Qiu)du»-*
Qia2a¡)lp-e{j)j -ed

+ ee/-p+f(«)£
j=n

for some positive constants av a2 and c3. Now

£ n-1+£drp+ein)Z
n=l

Q(°2*jVp-eU)re

i=n

= t(Í
/=l\n

n-1+eerp+ein)\Q(fi2aj)l'>-<U)r'B < c4 ¿ QÇa^X =l

/

/=1

by using [1, Theorem 1, p. 273] and (4.7). Hence condition (c) of Corollary 3.5
is satisfied and the proof is complete.

We will now give a counterexample that shows that even though the Tn's
are independent identically distributed, E{Y2) < °°, and M < °° a.s. (indeed
2„u„y„ converges a.s.), E{Me) = °° for every e > 0.

Example 4.3. We take B = C[0, 1], the space of continuous functions on
[0, 1] with the sup norm. For ip G C[0, 1], we will denote its sup norm by Ml.

For / > 0, let <p¡> 0 be given by
'0 forro (2-'"-1, 2"'"),
¡2''+2 for/ = 3-2-''-2,

ffit)=l

11
.linear

in between.

Thus the ip¡ form an orthonormal system in L2 [0, 1]. Define

(4.8)

ví = \jip¡,

where the \¡ axe positive real numbers and will be chosen suitably later. Let
Yj, j> 1, be independent identically distributed random variables on some
(£2, F, P), each with distribution F We will pick F later so F(y2) < °°. Let

(4-9)
and define

0(*)=Ff|r,|>*),
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(4.10)

Xit) = ¿ VjiOYj.
/-o

The following lemma gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the uniform convergence of the series in (4.10).

Lemma 4.4. Let ty, Y¡ and Q be as above. Then the series in (4.10) converges uniformly if and only if

(4.11)

¿

Ô(a/||uy.||)
< -,

Va>0.

/=o

Proof. Since the u- have disjoint supports, the series in (4.10) converges
uniformly a.s. if and only if for almost aU to, Va > 0,3«0(a, w) such that

(4.12)

sup (||ü/.|||y/|)<a.
">"o
By the Borel-CanteUilemma, (4.11) holds if and only if (4.12) holds. Hence
the proof.
We now proceed with our example. We write

(4.13)

Ty-ltyT1.

For m > 1 let um = 2m<m-1)/2, and pick y¡ > 0 so that

(4.14)

yrum

for«2 + ---+«2„</<^

+ ---+"m

+ 1-

Also define
((«i2«2

)-1

(4.15) ß(x) = f
m+ lJ
(1 forxG[0,

for2-(m-1)/2«m<x<2-m/2«m

m

+ 1,

m+ 1'

1].

We first check that EiY\) < °°, which follows from

rxß(x)dx<l+
J0

f

(m2«2„+ 1)-1(2-m/2^

m= l

We also check (4.11) which is equivalent to checking

(4.16)

Zô(flT/)<°°

for aUa > 0. From (4.14) we get for 0 < a < 1

(4.17)

¿ß(«7,)=
/= 1

Z

2m<m+ »Qiaum).

m= 1

Given 0 < a < 1, there exists m0 such that for m> m0
2-("-1V2um<aum<2-»>l2um

hence

+ x,

+ 1)2<~.
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£

2m^ + 1^Qiaum)<

£

m=m0

2mC" + 1Vu2„

+ 1)-I<

17

=

m=mn

and (4.16) is checked and by Lemma 4.4 the series in (4.10) converges uniformly a.s.

We will now show that F(||5||6) = °° for all e > 0, where S « 2v¡ Y¡. By
Corollary 3.5 we have

(4.18)

F(||5||e) < °° o £

Ei\\vn\f\YnfI[\Yn\>al\\vn\\])<°°

n= l

for some a > 0. We will show that the sum on the right side diverges for alia > 0.
Now

E{\\vn\f\YnfI[\Yn\ > a/\\vj])

> e\\vnIIe["

J a/\lvn]\

= IMe/(a/|lün||>oo)"e dP{\YxI < «)

au)^-1

du = e[~ Qiu/KII)«6"» du.
Ja

Hence recalling (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15) we see that the sum in (4.18) dominates

« £ T 0(^>e_1

dx = e £

n = lJ"

2m<m+ 1>f" Qixujx*-1 dx

m= i

>e

Ja

-,(m-l)/2

£

2m^m+1H2

m=n

>

£

Qixujx'-'dx

"

2m<m+ 1>ß(2<m-1>/2MmX2£(m~1)/2-ae)

m=n

m ¿

2m^m + 1\m2u2m+y)-1i2^m-1>>l2-ae),

m=n

where n is chosen large enough so 2^"-1^2 > a and equality at the last step follows by observing that 2_(m-,)/2um <2(m-1)/2»m
<2-m/2Mm + i. The last
sum clearly diverges and the demonstration of the counterexample is complete.
Remark 4.5. By a similar argument, for any p > 0, one can choose the
y„'s such that F(| Yy\p) < °°, M < » a.s. and F(Me) = °° for every e > 0.

We now consider the exponential case in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.6. Let Xn be as in (4.1). Suppose M <°° a.s. If for some

a>0,ß>0,c>0,andallu>l
Pi\Y„\>u)<expi-aulog1+cu);

(4'19)

V
£
n=i

( JLu^+e

exp - —log1+c—\

iiu„ it

lW<°°,
\\»jj

then there exists e > 0 such that FfexpfeAf)) < °°.

Proof.

First observe that M-< °° a.s. impUesN = sup„ ||.Y || < °° a.s.
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Hence by Remark 3.2 there exists a > 0 such that

(4.20)

Z>(ir„l>¿)<».

Let F„(«) = PiXn < u), Qn = 1 - F„. We apply Theorem 3.8. Hence we look

at (5 > 0, b > 0)
¿/

[ft,»)

n= l

expió u log1+cu)dFniu)

- ¿{ô„(è)exp(5ôlog1+cô)+JJ

Qniu)dieSul°sl+C")}

and for b > max(a, 1), using (4.19) and (4.20)

<-<+* i il «p (~

id'« ^«pca.ic«'".)*.

where .4, F are finite constants. By (4.19) there is a y > 0 such that ||u„|| < 7,
hence we can dominate this last expression by

(4,.)

¿„¿^(-M.^^,

for some 0 > 0 by picking 6 sufficiently small. Since b can be chosen as large as
we wish, the convergence of

l,exp(-¡Ml08,tCM)
implies that of the expression in (4.21). Hence by Theorem 3.8 the result foUows.
If the Yn are uniformly bounded random variables, then we have the foUowing immediate consequence of Theorem 3.8.

Theorem 4.7. Let Xn be as in (4.1). Suppose that \ Yn\ < A < °° a.s.

for all n, and that either
(a) || vn|| < F < oofor all n, or

(b) Yn are identicallydistributed.
Then M < °° a.s. implies that for some e > 0

(4-22)

F(exp(eM)) < °°.

Proof. M<°° a.s. implies sup„ (||i>n||| Yn I) < o° a.s., hence under (b) we
must have sup„ ||vn\\<B for some B <°°. Hence (b) implies (a) and it is enough
to prove the result under (a). If (a) holds, then \\X„\\ = lluJII^J <AB a.s. for

aUn. Hence (4.22) foUowsfrom Theorem 3.8 by taking a > AB in (3.25). This
completes the proof.
Theorem 4.7 is proved in [5, Theorem 4, p. 27] when [Yn] is a Rademacher
sequence. Under the added condition that S Xn convergesto S, (4.22) is also
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obtained with ||5|| replacing M. In the next theorem, which is a special case of
Theorem 3.11, we have this result holding for all e > 0.

Theorem 4.8. Let [Xn] be as in (4.1). Suppose the Yn are independent
identically distributed and sup„ | Yn\ < A <°° a.s. If 2 ~_ j vn Yn converges to S,

then

(4-23)

Ve>0,

F(exp(e||5||))<°°.

Remark 4.9. If B = R1, {Y¡} a Rademacher sequence, then it is known
that F(exp(e||5||2)) < °° for all e > 0. It is likely that this is true when B is any
separable Banach space. We will obtain this stronger result in §6 under additional
conditions. In fact, this result will apply to any sequence of independent uniformly
bounded, symmetric random variables {Y¡}.
5. Comparison theorems for sums of independent vector-valued random variables. Let {un} be a sequence of elements in B and {e„} a Rademacher sequence
of random variables on some probability space (Í2, F, P), i.e. the en axe independent, identically distributed random variables such that P[ey = 1] = F[e1 = —1]
= lA. Kahane [5, Theorem 5, p. 18] gives the following very useful result which
he calls a contraction principle: If the random series 2~=1 enun converges in
norm a.s. (or is bounded) and X„ is a bounded scalar sequence, then the random
series 2™=1 en\nun converges in norm a.s. (or is bounded). Our aim here is to
generalize this contraction principle in several directions. The nature of the generalizations leads us to call our results comparison theorems.
Let {r\n,n> 1} be a sequence of independent, real-valued, random variables
on a probability space (£2, F,F) and [un,n> 1} be a sequence of elements in B.
We will be concerned with the following questions: If the series 2 "_ y t)k uk is
a.s. convergent (or a.s. bounded), and if {£fc}is some other sequence of independent, real-valued random variables (possibly on a different probability space) such
that %kis "smaller" than r\k, in some sense, for all k > 1, then is the series
"Z,k=y £fcufc a.s. convergent (or a.s. bounded)? Also, if ip is a nondecreasing, nonnegative convex function defined on [0, °°), and

(5.1)

r / ii» hm

EUH sup
sup £
Y Wk
vkuk )\<
r -,

L \« IU=i

ll/J

or if the series converges a.s., and

(5.2)

E

<°°,
Kllli^l

then do (5.1) and (5.2) remain valid if the r¡k%are replaced by the "smaller"
Our results include the above mentioned result of Kahane and its generaliza-
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tion by Hoffmann-J^rgensen [3]. Many of their ideas are used in our proofs. We
also use a technique of Pisier [8]. Before stating the main results we introduce
some notation.
If the random variables of the sequence {r¡k, k > 1} are symmetric, then
they are said to be uniformly nondegenerate if there exist a, b > 0 such that

(5-3)

P[\nk\>a]>b,

Wk>l.

In general the r¡k are called uniformly nondegenerate if there exist c, d > 0 such that

(5-4)

P[\t]k-n'k\>c]>d,

V*>1,

where {r)'k}is an independent copy of the sequence {qk}. Clearly (5.3) can be
included in (5.4) but it will be convenient to have both definitions.
Remark 5.0. All our results that wiUbe stated below involve two sequences
of independent random variables {r¡k}and {tk} which could be given on different
probability spaces. Since the results depend only on the finite-dimensional distributions of the T?fc's,and the finite-dimensional distributions of the £fc's, and not
on the structure of the underlying probability space(s), we can assume that both
sequences are defined on the same probability space. (We can simply take the two
sequences independent of each other.) We wül often need to introduce a Rademacher sequence which is independent of {r?fc}and {tk}. Hence even if the two
sequences {r¡k}and {tk} were originally given on different probability spaces, without
any loss of generality we will assume that there is a basic probability space (Í2, F,P)
= (Oj x Í22, Fi x F2,F, x F2) such that the sequences {nk} and {tk} are given
on (Í2j, ¥X,PX) and an independent Rademacher sequence {e„} on (Í22, F2,F2).
They are then defined on the product space in the usual manner. F,, F2 and F
will denote expectation operators with respect to Px, F2 and F. On occasion we
wiU choose (£2,, r~x,Px) and (Í22, F2,F2) in some suitable manner.
Our first results are stated for symmetric r¡ks. Remark 5.0 applies to each

result.
Theorem 5.1. Let {uk, k> 1} be a sequence of elements ofB and {nk}
independent, symmetric, real-valuedrandom variableson the probability space
(Í2, F,F). Assume that the riks are uniformly nondegenerate. Let [tk,k> 1}
be independent, symmetric, real-valued random variables on (Í2, F, F) such that,

for some x0 > 0, 0 < a < 1,

(5.5)

P[hk\>x]>aP[\tk\>x],

for all x > x0. 77ie«

(5.6)
and

<°° a.s.

sup
n

k=\

sup
n

£ huk
k=l

< °° a.s.
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(5.7)

£

r¡kuk converges a.s. => £

fe=i

%kukconverges a.s.

fc=i

If in addition the £fc are uniformly bounded, then (5.5) is satisfied, and we
get the immediate

Corollary

5.2. Let {uk}and {rjk}be as in Theorem 5.1. // {%k}is a

sequence of independent, symmetric, real-valued, uniformly bounded random vari-

ables on (fi, F.F), then (5.6) and (5.7) hold.
Theorem 5.3. Let ip be a nonnegative, nondecreasing, convex function on
[0, °°). Let {uk}, {nk}, {%k}be as in Theorem 5.1. Suppose (5.5) holds with
*0 = 0. Then

(5.8)

ip\ sup

£

%kuk ) <£Ma

fc=l

ll/J

*sup

L\

£

n k=\

rjkuk j ;

ll/J

if 2k=y Vkuk converges a.s., so does Xk-y %kuk>and m this case (5.8) holds

with ||2~=1|| replacingsup„||22=1||.
Ifx0 > 0 in (5.5), let a, b be any valuesfor which (5.3) holds. Then

E ip\ sup

(5.9)

£**J)1

<=i ll/J
" /2*0

n

||\~| i

TA

"

IIVI

*\«bs„up
1£ HIU+2£|*(;s„up
£ ^1 jj-

// S^j

T?fcuft
converges a.s. so does S^j

£ktik and (5.9) ßoWs wirft IIS¿"=1||

rep/cc/n^sup„ H2j^=11|.
All the proofs will be given at the end of this section.
The symmetry of {£k}is essential to our method of proof; however, in most
cases we can remove the symmetry assumption on {r¡k}. That this cannot always
be done will be shown by examples later in this section.
In the general case, when the r¡k need not be symmetric, we will need
another uniform condition, that there exist a y > 0 and a 5 > 0 such that

(5.10)

P[\rik\<7]>o,

Vfc>l.

We then obtain
Theorem 5.4. Let {uk}be a sequence of elements ofB, and {vk}a
sequence of independent, real-valued random variables on (Í2, F,F) that are uniformly nondegenerate. Also assume that {nk}satisfies (5.10) for some y > 0 and
S > 0. Let {%k}be independent, symmetric, real-valued, random variables on

(Í2, F, P) such that, for some *0>0,0<a<l,
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(5.11)

P[\nk\>x]>aP[\tk\>x]

for all x > x0. Then

(5.12)

sup
n

£

Vkut

<

a.s.

k=l

sup
n

Z hul

< °° a.s.

k=\

and

(5.13)

Z

r¡kuk converges a.s. => £

fc=i

\kuk converges a.s.

fc=i

Remark 55'. If we take £fc= ekr¡k, where {ek} is a Rademacher sequence
in (£2, F,P) independent of {vk}, then Theorem 5.4 shows that if the r\k satisfy

(5.4) and (5.10), then 2"=1 r¡kuk converges a.s. (or is bounded a.s)=>'Zk=xekr)kuk
converges a.s. (or is bounded a.s.).
For use in an analogue of Theorem 5.3 we define
(5.14) v0 - max(x0,27),
where x0 appears following (5.11) and y in (5.10).
Theorem 55. Let y be a nonnegative, nondecreasing, convex function on
[0, °°). Let {uk}, {r¡k}and {tk} be defined as in Theorem 5.4. 77ie«for c, d any
values for which (5.4) holds, we have

2E

(5.15)
<F M C, SUp £ TfcKjJ +fLÍc2SUP

¿T?*«*).

where c, = Avjacdh and c2 =8/aô, with u0 given in (5.14)andy,5 as/« (5.10).
Furthermore, if 2k=x Wkuk converges a.s., then so does 2™=1 tkuk and
(5.15) holds with ||Z^=1|| «pfaci/^ sup„||2^=1||.
There is also an anlogue of CoroUary 5.2, the proof of which foUows by
symmetrization from (5.4) and Theorem 5.1.

Theorem 5.6. Let {uk} be a sequence of elements in B, and {r?fe}be independent, real-valued random variables on (Í2, F, P) tiiat are uniformly nondegenerate. Let {tk) be independent, symmetric, real-valued random variables on (£2, F,P)

that are uniformly bounded. Then (5.12) and (5.13) hold.
We will now give some examples to show why (5.4) and (5.10) cannot be

dropped in Theorem 5.4.
In the first example the r\k are nondegenerate, but not uniformly nondegen-

erate. ((5.4) does not hold.) Let F = F1 and
uk = 0 for k = 1,2, 3,
u2k = ilogk)-1,k>2,
K2*.M»(-log *)-*,*> 2.
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Let {r\k}be independent random variables with

F[T7fc= l + 2-fc] =P[Vk = l-2-k]

=H.

Then 2£°=1 J?fc«fcconverges a.s., but 2£°=1 ekVkuk does not converge a.s. if {ek}
is a Rademacher sequence independent of {r?fc}.Hence by Remark 5.5', Theorem

5.4 cannot hold.
In the next example {r¡'k}is uniformly nondegenerate but (5.10) does not
hold. Let {%} and {uk} be as above, and r\k = 2kr\k, u'k = uk2~k, then
2£Lj r\kuk converges a.s., but 2£°_1 ekt\kùk again does not converge a.s. and

Theorem 5.4 cannot hold.
The essential role of (5.3) in Theorem 5.1 can be demonstrated in a similar
manner.
We begin the proofs with a series of lemmas. The first lemma is an extension of [3, Lemma 4.1] (see remark below); our method of proof follows Kahane

[5, p. 18].
Lemma 5.7. Let ipbe a nonnegative, nondecreasing, convex function defined
on [0, °°) and Xj, X2, . . . real constants such that supfc|Xk| < c. Let {uk}be a
sequence of elements in B and {r¡k}independent, symmetric, real-valued random

variableson (Í2, F, P). Then

(5.16)

IIYi r /1| n

£

E

UV]

k=

for each n, and

(5.17)

E iphup

£ Xkvkuk\\ I <fL(c

. \» fc=i

ll/J

sup

¿ T?fcMfc
).

L \ " U=i

ll/J

Proof. We will prove (5.17); the proof of (5.16) is similar. Case (i).
\k = 0 or 1. In this case
n

j /

£ \wk

n

n

= o £ (2Xfc- ]K"fc+

fc=l

z\fc=l

\

£ %uk •

fc=l

/

Therefore
sup
fc=i

<\

sup

£

fc=i

II"

ll\

||fc=l

||/

(2Xfc- l)vkuk + sup £»?*"*)■
n

Since ip is convex and nondecreasing, we get
ipisup £

fc=i

\Vkuk

<

1

VJjsup
n

£ (2Xfc- iK"fc

fc=i

+ iplsup

£v* HYi
)•
t-i ll/J

Since the 7jfeare symmetric 2£=1(2Xfc - l)j?kwfcand 2jJ=1T?fc«kare stochastically
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simUar, consequently

'M sup ¿ XfcvJj <fLÍsuP

(5.18)

Ç »?*"*)•

Case (ii). 0 < Xfc< 1. (Since the r?k are symmetric we may take Xfc> 0,
c can clearly be taken equal to 1 without any loss of generality.) Writing \k in
binary expansion

\ = £ 2"V
i=i

ht = 1 or 0,

we have
n

£ \wk
k=i

n

= £

I o»

I £

\

~/n

2-'xw)i7fcMfc= £

ft=i\/=i

/

\

2~'( £ xfc/T7fc«fc

/=i

\*=i

/

Again, since <pis convex and nondecreasing,

£ hWi

< £ 2 V(sup

k=l

/= 1

\ «

£

k= l

^fc«*
)

Now taking expectations and using (5.18) we obtain (5.17) and the proof is com-

plete.
Remark 5.8. Lemma 5.7 is also valid with {nkuk} replaced by {Xk},where
Xk are independent symmetric F-valued random variables.
Lemma 5.9. Let {uk} be a sequence of elements in B and {r¡k}independent,
symmetric, real-valued random variables on (Í2, F, P) that are uniformly nondegenerate and uniformly bounded. Assume that
n

(5.19)

M = sup £

*=i

nkuk < °° a.s.

Then for any sequence {tk} of independent, symmetric, real-valued random variables on (£2, F, P) that are uniformly bounded we have
n

(5.20)

M ' —sup

£

fc=i

?*"/

< °° a.s.,

and EiM) < ~ F(71/')< «>.
Furthermore, ifZk=x r¡kuk converges a.s., then so does 2k=x tkuk and
both \\2k=xT¡kuk\\ and \\2k=x tkukW have finite expectations.
Proof. Since the r\k are uniformly nondegenerate, (5.19) implies that
sup||«fc|| < c < oo for some constant c. Since the rjk are uniformly bounded we
see from Theorem 3.3 that EiM) < °° and the condition on uniform nondegeneracy is equivalent to

(5.21)

F(|nifl) = |3fc>/3>0

for some ß.
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Let {ek} be a Rademacher sequence as in Remark 5.0. Notice that {<lkuk}
and {ek\vk\uk}are stochastically similar. Hence (recall Remark 5.0)
n

FI sup

= F2(F,i sup

£ vku,

fc=i

(5.22)

£

eMuk

fc=i

> E21 sup

£ ekßkuk
fe=i

Since EiM) < °°, (5.22) implies
Flsup

(5.23)

£

ekßk"k

<°°.

k=l

By Lemma 5.7 ißk uk replacing uk, ek replacing r\k, and Xfc= ßk 1 < ß 'by

(5.21)) we get

Flsup

(5.24)

£ efc"i
fc=i

<°°.

To go from {efc}to {%k}in (5.24) we make essentially the same argument as

above. By Lemma 5.7
(5.25)

F2 sup

£

\n

fc=i

< CjF2I sup £efc"fc

ek\%k\uk

fc=i

where supfc|£k| < cx a.s. (Fj). Using (5.24) and taking expectation with respect

to Py in (5.25) shows that FfAi') < °°, which of course implies (5.26). This
finishes the proof of the first part of the lemma.

If 2™=1 r\kuk converges a.s., then we can complete the proof of the lemma
if we show that 2"=1 %kuk converges a.s. The reason being that we can then use
Lemma 2.1 to show that M and M' are finite a.s. We have just proved that this
implies M and M' have finite expectations, which in turn implies, by the dominated convergence theorem, that II2"=1 T)kuk\\and II2"=1 %kuk\\have finite expectations.

Assume that 2^-j r¡kuk converges a.s., as above, the fact that the r\k are
uniformly nondegenerate implies ||«fc|| < c < °° uniformly in k. It follows from
Theorem3.3 that

(5.26)

lim F

£

nku,

= 0.

k=n

By Lemma 2.1 this implies (via integration by parts) that
m

(5.27)

lim Fl sup

V

"-*•*> \m>n

£ ifcMi = 0.

Jfc=n

Introducing {ek} as in Remark 5.0 and writing ßk = E\t\k\, the argument that

leadsto (5.23) showsthat (5.27) implies
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(5.28)

lim FI sup

£

"_>°°

k=n

\m>n

0.

eA"fc

Since (5.21) still applies, we use Lemma 5.7 with Xfc= Icj^o;)! < cxß 1, where
l£fc(co)|< Cj a.s. for all k, and get
m

£

>ßcx1E[

ekßkuk

sup
\m>n

k=n

k=n

therefore by (5.28) we have
m

lim F[ sup
n->°o

\m>n

£

$kuk

0.

k=n

Hence there exists a sequence of integers r\k t °° such that

Pi sup
\m>nl

>2-fc)<2-fc.
£

fc= Mi

**«;

This implies that 2£°=1 i^t/^ converges a.s. by the Borel-Cantelli lemma. The
proof of the lemma is complete.

Lemma 5.10. Let {uk} be a sequence of elements in B and {yk} be a
sequence of independent, symmetric, real-valued random variables on (£2, F, F).
Let {tk} be a sequence of independent, symmetric, real-valued random variables on

(£2, F, P) satisfying
(5.29)
for all x>0.

(5.30)

P[\nk\>x]>P[\tk\>x]
Then
sup
n

£ vkuk < oo a.s. o» sup
n
fc=i

£ $kuk
k=l

< oo a.s.

and

(5.31)

£
k=l

Vkuk converges a.s. => £

£*"* converges a.s.

fc=l

Proof. The main idea in the proof is to define {rjk}and [tk] on the same
probability space in such a way that \tk\ < |t7&| a.s. and the finite-dimensional
distributions of each sequence are preserved. Let Ffc(x) = P[\vk\ < x], Gkix) =

P[\ tk\ < x], and for y E [0, 1], let fk(y) = inf{x: Fk(x) > 7}. **O0 - infix:
Gkix) ~>y\. In Remark 5.0 let (£2X,F,,P,) be such that on it are defined a
Rademacher sequence {e^} and a sequence of independent random variables {4>k},

which is independent of {e^}, such that, for 0 < u < 1, k > 1, Pxi4>k<«) = «.
We then define, for k > l,rffc = fki^k), tk = Ski^k)- Clearly {e^} is sto-
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chastically equivalent to {r/fc}and{e'klk} stochastically equivalent to {£fc}. Furthermore, given k>lv/e
have by (5.29),/k(*) >gkix) and \e'klk\= |?kl < íf¡k\=
\e'kVk\ a.s. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that {t?^}and {£fc}
are defined on (£2j, Tx,Py) and for k > 1

(5.32)

\Sk\<\%\

a-s.

Let {ek}be a Rademacher sequence on (Í22, T2,P2)and let (£2, F,F) = (S2t x Í22,
Fj x F2,Fj x P2) as in Remark 5.0. We then have
sup

£

Wk \\<°°

a.s. =»sup

k=l

£

ek^kuk

< °° a.s.

fc=i

Hence for almost all coj G Í2, (with respect to Py),

sup

£ efc%("iK

< °° a.s.

fc=i

We now apply Lemma 5.9 with r¡k = ek, uk replaced by r¡kiux)uk and %kreplaced

by e^ftdj^fcoj)-1
(= 0 if r^fwj) = ?fe(Wj)= 0). Since %kis symmetric
and uniformly bounded, by (5.32) we conclude that
sup
n

<°°

a.s. (P2)

fc=i

for almost all tOj G iîjfFj). This shows (5.30). The proof for (5.31) is similar.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. To begin let us assume that *0 = 0 in (5.5).
Let (fi2, F2,F2) be a probability space on which are defined a Rademacher
sequence {e„} and a sequence {ak}, independent of {e„}, of independent, identically distributed random variables such that P2iay = 1) = a, P2iax = 0) = 1 —a.

Note that (Remark 5.0) {r¡k}and {%k}axe on (£2j, F^Fj).
space (£2j x S22, Fj x F2,Fj

Form the product

x F2), so that {r}k}and {£fc}axe independent of

{efc}and {ak}. Let ?fc= afc£k,k>\.
We have, for * > 0, P[\Çk\ > x] =
aF[|?fc| > x]. Therefore by (5.5) we get (with *0 = 0) P[\vk\ >x]> F[|£kl >*]
for all * > 0. Assume supn ||Z£_ j r¡kuk\\ < °° a.s. By Lemma 5.10 this implies

(5.33)

sup
n

£ a¿kuk
fc=i

<°°

a.s.

Since [ak%k] and {e^^li^l} are stochastically equivalent, we may replace ak\k

by ekak\%k\in (5.33) and by Fubini's theorem for almost all wx G Qy (with
respect toFj)
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sup

£

n

<°°

eftafcl£fc("i)l"/t

k=i

a.s. (P2).

Since {akek} is uniformly nondegenerate, we apply Lemma 55 with r¡k = akek,
\tkicJx)\uk for uk and ek for tk to conclude that

sup

(5.35)

n

£ efcl£*("i)K

<oo

a.s. (P2)

fc=i

for almost aU u>x G £2j. Hence

(5.36)

sup

£

n

k=l

%kui < oo a.s.

This proves (5.6) when x0 —0 in (5.5).
Ifxo>0in(5.5),let
= (r)k

10

Íx0

if |7?fc|>x0,

-x0

otherwise;

0

ifO<T?fc<x0,
if-x0<7?fc<0,

otherwise.

By (55) we have P[|ffc + f^| >x]> aP[\tk\ > x] for aUx > 0. So if we can
show that sup„ WEk=1Vkuk\\ < °° a.s. implies

(5.37)

sup
n

£

fc=i

(£* + £>*

<oo

then we wiU have by what we showed above that

(5.38)

sup
n

£

fc=i

**"*

< °° a.s.

Assume sup„ ||2^= x r¡kuk\\ < °° a.s. Since P[|r?fc|> x] > aP[|ffc| > x] for all
x > 0, we have

(5.39)

sup
n

£
k=\

i*«*

< oo a.s.

Hence it is enough to show that

(5.40)

sup
n

£ fa*< °° a.s.

fc=i

For this we use the uniform nondegeneracy of the Tjfe's. Let a, b be numbers for

which (5.3) holds. Let
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if T)k> a,

!a-a if
if nk < - «,
0 ol
otherwise.
Now the ffc'are independent, symmetric random variables and (by (5.3))F[|i7fc| >*]

> ¿>F[\Ç'k\>*] for all * > 0; hence again by the special case considered above we
have
n

sup

(5.41)

n

£

fc=l

íí«*

< °° a.s.

Since the ffc'are also uniformly nondegenerate and uniformly bounded, we now
conclude by Lemma 5.9 that (5.41) implies (5.40). This proves (5.6). The assertion (5.7) follows by similar arguments which are omitted.
We need the following extension of Lemma 5.7 (5.16) in the proof of

Theorem 5.3.
Lemma 5.11. Given the hypotheses of Lemma 5.7 assume that %k=1 t\kuk
converges a.s. Then Hk= y \k r\kuk converges a.s. and

E\A £ V?*"J\)\<EWc?"*"*)]•
Proof. Since 2fc"l1cr\kuk converges a.s., by Theorem 5.1 2£11 \vkuk
converges a.s. because F[|cr?fc| > x] > F[|Xfcrjfe|> x] for all * > 0. Once we
know that both series converge a.s. we can use the proof of Lemma 5.7 with
||2~=1|| replacing sup„||2£=1||.
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Case (i). *0 = 0, a = 1. As in the proof of
Lemma 5.10 we can assume that both {ijk} and {%k}are defined on the same
probability space (fij, Vy,Py) and that, for all k > 1, \r\k\> \%k\a.s. We define
a Rademacher sequence {en} on a probability space ff22, F2, F2) and form the
product space (S21 x Çl2, Tx x F2,F1 x F2) as before. We have

(5.42) E Y?I sup ,£W

) =F! F2Lisup £ ejTj^w^liiJ jjj,

where Wj G Í2j is held fixed when F2 operates. We now apply Lemma5.7 (5.16)
with Xfc= ^(co^llTkfGj!)!-1 (= 0 if ïkio>y) = ^(co,) = 0). Since |Xfc|< 1
we see that the right-hand side in (5.42) dominates

?! F2Lisup

£efcl?fc("i)l"fc

fc=i

= E Vlsup

£^«J)1-

k=l

ll/J

This proves Case (i).

Case (ii). *0 = 0, 0 < a < 1. Let independent random variables ak,k>

1,
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be defined on (£22, F2, P2) such that P2iak = 1) = a, P2iak = 0) = 1 - a,
k >1, and let t'k = aktk- Since, for aUx > 0,P[\vk\ > x] >P[\t'k\>x]
we
apply Case (i) to get (F2(afc) = a)

-/

II n

<Psup a •

. \"

£

¡Y]

f*/

T?fcufc) >FL(supa

||*=i

II/J

I. \"

= EX FjJsupa-1

^FjLjsupa-1

L \"

¡ n
1 £

P=i

IIY1
%'kuk I

ll/J

¿ «fcMfc ))

\\J2 E2iak)tkuk\\)\

l|fc=i

Tí7 If.

ll/J

IIM

= F,i k sup £ **"*)•

L \" \\k=l

ll/J

where Jensen's inequality applies since <pis convex. This completes the proof of
(5.8). The assertion after (5.8) foUows similarly by using Lemma 5.11 in place of

Lemma 5.7.
We now consider the case x0 > 0. Define ffc and f¿ as in the proof of
Theorem 5.1. Then for all x > 0 we have

(5-43)

P[ir* + £;i>*]>aP[ltk|>x].

Applying the first part of this theorem (x0 = 0), we get

(5.44)

F

I/)l sup

£**"*)] <E\p(?~l snupt^k+*>*

)J '

and using the facts that <pis nondecreasing and convex, we dominate the right

side in (5.44) by

(5.45)^V^sup¿^^I^ +IfU^supZ^*"*
)JSince lffc|< \t}k\,and If¿I <x0, applying(5.8) to each part in the sum (5.45) we
dominate (5.45) by

(5.46)

11 I I")

n

<¿>lasuP

fc=i

\\\ I

i

4*

/2x„

ip\~â~ sup

£

IIM
.

ekuk\\

:=i

ll/J

where {efe}is a Rademacher sequence. (We know that sup„||2£=1 ekuk\\ < °°
a.s. by Corollary 5.2.) Let S = 2x0a-1. To get (5.9) it remains to check that

(5.47)

<p(5sup

it^ll^K^^lli^l)]-
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But this follows by observingthat (5.3) impliesP[\vka~' I > x] > bP[\ek\ > x]
foxall x>0,k>l.
For the analogue of (5.9) when 2~=1 r¡kuk converges a.s. we use the same
proof, this time working with the assertion following (5.8). This completes the
proof of Theorem 5.3.
The proofs for general r\k follow easily from the following lemma.
Lemma 5.12. Let r\bea real-valued random variable satisfying (5.10) with
y and S, and let r¡ be an independent copy of r\, then P[\r¡ - t?'| > x/2] >

8P[\r¡\> x] for x > 27.
Proof.

By (5.10) and independence of tj, tj'

5F[|tj| >x] <F[|tj| >x, |t/|<7] <F[|t? -t?'| >x -y] <P[|tj -tj'I >xf2]
for * > 27.
The proofs of Theorems 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 follow by symmetrizing {r¡k}and

applying the corresponding result in the symmetric case with the help of Lemma

5.12. We will give the details only for the proof of Theorem 5.4.
Proof of Theorem 5.4. Suppose sup,, l|2£=1 t\kuk\\ < °° a.s. Let {t?^}
be an independent copy of {r¡k}. Clearly

sup
«

<°°
£ 2fo*-*?*)"*

a.s.

fc=i

The sequence {2(r?fc- 77^)}is symmetric and satisfies (5.3) for some a > 0 and

¿>0.

Also by Lemma 5.12 and (5.11), P[\2ink - tj^)| >*] >a5P[\$k\>x]

for * > x0. We can apply Theorem 5.1 to 2(T?fc- r}'k)and {^} to obtain
supMI12^=1 ^feufc||< °° a.s. This proves (5.12). A similar proof applies to (5.13).
6. Applications. We will now apply the results of the previous sections to a
variety of problems in Gaussian processes and series of random functions.
6(a). Gaussian processes. We will derive a theorem of Landau and Shepp [6].
Let {ipn}be a sequence of elements of F and let {Yn} be a sequence of
independent, identically distributed, random variables on (Í2, F, F). For cj G £2 we
write as before

(6.1)

Sniu) = t, f/Yfiu).
/-1

We then have
Theorem 6.1. Suppose M = supw||5„|| < °° a.s. If Yy is Gaussian with
mean 0, variance 1, then there exists e > 0 such that F(exp(eM2)) < °°.
Proof. By applying Theorem 3.8 we will first show that F(exp(eAf)) < °°
for some e > 0. Therefore by (3.25), taking S = 1, we need to show that for
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some a > 0, a > 0
00

(6.2)

i

/

2

\

£ :—- f°° exp(au log2«—-—- ] du < ~.

n= iKI|J«

\

2IIV5JI2/

(Note that ||<pn||+ 0 may be assumed for aU «.) Since M <°° a.s. it foUows from

Remark 3.2 that
00

(6.3)

£

Pi\\<Pn\\\Y„\>\)<-

n= l

for some X < 0. Using the well-known Gaussian taü estimate (6.3) implies

(6.4)

.

£

rnexp(-X2/2||^||2)<oo.

For a > 1 the sum in (6.2) is dominated by

(65)

I,¿H~5b°-*»"+"

and since ||<¿>J|must be bounded, the sum in (6.5) converges for suitable a > 0
by (6.4). Hence we have for some e > 0

(6.6)

F(exp(eM))<°°.

The*proof of the theorem is now completed by the foUowing argument which was

shown to us by S. R. S. Varadhan.
Let {Yn -, « > 1}, / > 1, be independent copies of the sequence [Yn,n>
and let Sn ■= 2£=1 ^kYk •. Then for a > 0, m a positive integer

(6.7)

Pi\\Sn\\>a^/m)=P[

Sn,l+"'+Sn,m
yjm

1},

> a\Jm),

by noting that the YnJ% are independent A^O, 1) and hence Sn has the same distribution as (S„ ,+...
+ Sn m)«j-1^2. Using Chebychev's inequality we get

(6-8)

P(||5„i + • • • +5B>m|| >am)<

[F(exp(e||5„||))]mexp(-eam).

Since ||5„|| < M, combining(6.6), (6.7) and (6.8) we get

(6.9)

PfllSJI > as/m) < [F(exp(eM))]mexp (- earn)

where e does not depend on «. Hence by taking a sufficiently large, we get 0 <

p < 1, independent of k, such that, for m > 1,

(6.10)

P(HS„||>aV"0<Pm-

This implies that 3e, > 0, A < °°, independent of «, such that
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F(exp(e1||5„||2))<A

Since Sn axe symmetric, by Lemma 2.1, (6.11) gives

(6.12)

F(exp(e1||M„||2))<Z4.

The result now follows by the monotone convergencetheorem.
The following corollary of the above theorem was proved by Landau and
Shepp [6]. For a more general setting and a different proof see Fernique [2]
(see also [9]).
Corollary
6.2. Let {Xn, n > 1} be an arbitrary sequence of real-valued
Gaussian random variables on (Í2, F, F). Let Z = supJJTJ. Then

Z<<*> a.s. =>F(exp(eZ2)) < °°

for some e > 0.
Proof.

Let T = {1,2, . . .} with the discrete metric, i.e. </(/,/) = 1 (0)

for i + j (i = /), d denoting the metric. Take B = QT) - all real bounded
sequences with the norm on B the sup norm. We can use the Gram-Schmidt process, and for each nGT, write

(6.13)
/=1

where the Y¡ are mutually orthogonal 7V(0,1) random variables, and i^-fw)fixed
real numbers determined by the joint distributions of the Xn, and
(6-14>

EiX2n)= £ «¿n)2.
/=i
Since the K's are uncorrelated and Gaussian, they are mutually independent.
Hence the series in (6.13) converges a.s. for each n. By Lemma 2.1, for all a > 0
and N positive integer,

FÍ sup
\fc>l

sup

£ vfÑY,>a)<2P[

Kn<N

sup « £<^.(«)T/

>a

/=1

Letting N —*°°, we have for all a > 0
F( sup sup

sup

W>1 k>l Kn<N

> aj <2PÍsup \XN\>a\
£ VftOYj
/=i

and since supjy^j \XN\ = Z < °° a.s. by assumption, we have

(6.15)

sup sup

sup

N>1 k>l Kn<N

£ f>jin)YÀ
< °° a.s.
/=1

The expression in (6.15) equals supA;>1sup„>1\Z-Li <^(")^/l ■ M, in the notation
of Theorem 6.1. Hence Z <°° a.s. implies M <°° a.s. and Theorem 6.1 applies
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to give an e > 0 such that F(exp(eAf2)) < °°; since Z < M, the coroUary foUows.
6(b). Sums of independent Banach space valued random variables. The
foUowingtheorem is an immediate coroUary of Corollary 3.5.
Theorem 6.3. Let [Xk] be independent random variables with values in a
separable Banach space B. Let {ak}E lp, 0 < p < °°. Assume that 2 akXk convergesa.s. and that Ei\\Xk\\p) <c<°°for
all k. Then F(||2afc^fc||p) < °°.
6(c). Random Fourier series. For 0 < t < 2it consider
oo

(6.16)

tit) = £

anVn cos(«r + $„)

n= 0

where {r¡ne "} is a sequence of independent complex valued random variables
ir¡n and 4>„ are real random variables); F(r?2) = 1 and {a„} G I2. Since {an} E I2,
for a fixed t the sum in (6.16) converges a.s. In the study of these series it is
natural to require that {a„} G I2.

Theorem 6.4. Assume that the series in (6.16) converges uniformly a.s.
and let \\t\\ = supf|£(OI- Then
(i) Ei\nn\p) <c<°o,2<p<oo
implies F(||£||p) < ~.
(U) Pi\r]n\ >u)< exp(- au log1+s u) for some a > 0, 5 > 0, and allu>
implies F(exp(e||£||)) < °° for some e > 0.
(iii) \r¡„\<A<°° a.s. impliesF(exp(X||||Q) < °° for all \<°°.
Proof, (i) foUows from Theorem 6.3, (ii) from Theorem 3.8 and (iii)
from Theorem 3.11.
Remark. An extension of Theorem 6.4 (iii), under additional hypotheses,
is given in §6(d).
We now consider the question of whether the series in (6.16) converge uniformly a.s. To simplify the discussion we will assume that r¡ne' ", n = 0, 1.
are also symmetric. Let

a2(«)=¿a2sin2f,
n= 0

o2ih) = nondecreasing rearrangement of o2Qi),

h G [0, 27r],

(see [4] for exact definition) and

_W)
hilogllh)1'2
If {r}n}are independent Gaussian random variables with Er¡n = 0, Er]2 = 1 then
lia) < oo if and only if the series in (6.16) converges uniformly a.s. (see [7, §3]

for further discussion and references). In [7] it is also shown that 7(5) < °°
implies that the series in (6.16) converges uniformly a.s. if the r\k are sub-Gaussian;

1
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however, as far as we know, no inference has been made about the behavior of
(6.16) for non-Gaussian r?fcwhen /(5) = °°. We can do this readily by applying

Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 6.5. Consider the series in (6.16) with the additional assumption
that r)ne' ", n = 0, 1, . . . , are symmetric. Suppose there existan a > 0 and
*0 such that

P[\nk\>x] >af^

e-"2l2du

for all x > *0. Then lio) = °° implies that the series in (6.16) is unbounded a.s.
Proof.
For 4>n= 0 the proof is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1
and the above mentioned result for Gaussian Fourier series. This result extends
to the general symmetric r¡ne' " by Theorem 3.1 in [7]. The dichotomy between
uniform convergence and unboundedness can be found in [5, p. 49].
6(d). Uniformly bounded random variables. By strengthening the hypothesis of Theorem 4.8 we prove the results referred to in Remark 4.9.

Theorem 6.6. Let {qk} be independent standard Gaussian random variables
and {uk}a sequence of elements in B. Let {£fc}be independent symmetric realvalued random variables satisyfing supfc|£fc|< c < °° a.s. Then if 2"= y rikuk converges a.s., so does 2£L1 %kukand
(6.17)

F(eXII2^ifc"*l|2)<co

for all real X.
Proof. The fact that 2"=1 %kuk converges a.s. follows immediately from
Corollary 5.2. It follows from Fernique [2] that since 2"=1 r¡kuk converges a.s.,

there exist X„ > 0 such that
(6.18)

F(/""2*=",,A"fcl|2)<o0)

where Xn —»°° as n —*°°. If the %kare symmetric and satisfy (5.3) with a, b,

let v0 = max(2, 2c/aô). Clearly F[|T?fc|> x] > P[\%k\> x] for * > c. Given any
real X we can pick n sufficiently large by (6.18) so that
F[e2u°XIIS*="n*u*l|2]<oo.

It followsfrom (5.9) that
(6.19)

F[e2XIIS*="f*"*l|2]<00.

Since 2™=1%kuk converges a.s. implies that supfc||«k|| <A (for some constant A),
we have
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_. MIEÏ-hfrUfcll2,
E[e
fc~1Çfck ] <ex",„2.22
A c < oo,

(6.20)

and (6.19) and (6.20) give(6.17).
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